
Invite your best pals 
over for a full-of-

fabric-and-fun party!

Life of  the Party
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free
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Your little darling deserves the world—and 
when the world to her is a handmade stuffed 
bunny, you turn to geo-print fabric and 
Simplicity 1549. And if she wants more furry 
friends, the pattern includes instructions for 
four more woodland critters.

Show Me the Bunny

Every little princess knows the right pair of slippers 
makes her the belle of the ball. So whip her up a pair 
of soft-and-sweet house shoes, and she’ll be ready 
for her very own fairytale. All you need is fabric (and 
McCall’s 6449).

Dreams Come Shoe
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Sew up a pair of whirly-girly tents, and let girls’ night in begin. 
The teepee-inspired design is one of the simplest you can do, but 
when you add the coordinating pillows and blankets—and her 
best friend, of course—it’s her dream come true.

Soft Spot
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Girls just wanna have fun—and a little no-boys-allowed time. So 
stitch a tie-equipped fabric cover right above the window of her 

froufrou tent. She’ll let it down when she wants her privacy—
and when she’s ready to see and be seen, she’ll roll it up!

Tie a Yellow Ribbon
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It’s story time gone soft and sweet 
when your little lady can curl up 
on a made-for-her relax sack. We 
modified Simplicity 1389 for this 
trendy pallet. And we lined the 
inside with snuggly flannel for 
even more warmth and comfort.

The Power of Patterns

We used four 1 3/8” x 72” poplar rounds for 
the frame of this teepee—we found ours at 
the hardware store. Then we let our gorgeous 
fabrics provide the all-frills details and invited 
our favorite little campers to a sweet-as-can-
be soirée!

Frame Game
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We modified the leggings from Simplicity 
1511 for these ruffled-up duds. We just cut 
two strips (one longer and wider than the 
other) of fabric, layered, gathered and sewed 
them onto the leggings, and trimmed them in 
gold rickrack. Loungewear never looked 
so fabulous!

Ready to Ruffle




